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ABSTRACT

This dissertation describes three related studies regarding the imbalance
difference theory in modeling the conversion between differential mode and common
mode/antenna mode signals. The topics covered are: rigorous derivation of imbalance
difference theory for modeling radiated emission problems, modeling the conversion
between differential mode and common mode propagation in transmission lines, and
modeling the loading impedance on differential mode signals due to radiated emissions.
The imbalance difference theory describes a method for calculating the coupling
between differential mode signals and common mode signals due to changes in electrical
balance on a transmission line. It provides both physical insight and a simple technique
for modeling the conversions between the two modes.
The first chapter presents a rigorous derivation of imbalance difference theory for
modeling radiated emission problems. Although the theory has been successfully used to
model a wide variety of important EMC problems over the past, it has not been
rigorously derived. The derivation carefully defines the important quantities and
demonstrates that imbalance difference calculations are exact provided that the
differential-mode propagation is TEM and the current division factor, h, represents the
actual ratio of currents on the two transmission line conductors excited by a commonmode source. This chapter also discusses the acquisition of the current division factor
from 2D calculations of the cross-section of the transmission line.
The second chapter provides a rigorous development of the imbalance difference
theory for three-conductor transmission lines where both the differential mode and
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common mode exhibit TEM propagation. It also derives expressions for the mode
conversion impedances, which account for the energy converted from one mode to the
other. They are essential for modeling the conversion between the two modes when they
are strongly coupled.
The third chapter introduces conversion impedance to the existing imbalance
difference theory model for modeling radiated emission problems, so that when the
coupling between differential mode and antenna mode are strong, the imbalance
difference theory can more accurately estimate the antenna mode current.
All three papers are about confirming, enriching and expanding the imbalance
difference theory. The first chapter focuses on the rigorous derivation of theory for its
most common application, radiated emission problems. The second chapter expands the
theory to multi-conductor transmission line structure when the two modes are strongly
coupled. The last chapter introduces conversion impedance to the theory in modeling
radiated emission problems and improves the accuracy of the model at resonant
frequencies.
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CHAPTER ONE

RIGOROUS DERIVATION OF IMBALANCE DIFFERENCE
THOERY FOR MODELING RADIATED EMISSION PROBLEMS
Abstract
According to the imbalance difference theory, the conversion between differential
mode signals and common mode signals is due to changes in electrical balance. The
theory provides both physical insight and a powerful technique for modeling the
conversion from differential-mode signals to common-mode noise, especially for radiated
emission problems. Although the theory has been successfully used to model a wide
variety of important EMC problems over the past 14 years, it has not been rigorously
derived. This paper provides a strict derivation of the theory and carefully defines the
important quantities. The derivation demonstrates that imbalance difference calculations
are exact provided that the differential-mode propagation is TEM and the current division
factor, h, represents the actual ratio of currents on the two transmission line conductors
excited by a common-mode source. The paper also discusses the acquisition of the
current division factor from 2D calculations of the cross-section of the transmission line.

1.1 Introduction
Unintended radiated emission is one of the most challenging EMC problems. It is
often caused by the unintended common-mode (CM) currents induced on long wires or
metal structures [1][2]. The generation of CM currents from the known differential-mode
(DM) signals has been studied extensively over the last two decades. In [3], for typical
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printed circuit board (PCB) structures with attached cables, two fundamental commonmode source mechanisms were identified as the current-driven mechanism and voltagedriven mechanism. Current-driven common-mode currents are caused by the signal
currents flowing through the partial inductance of the current return path resulting in an
effective voltage drop between different portions of the board. Voltage-driven commonmode currents are caused by the electric-field coupling between the signal trace and the
attached wires. Although these coupling mechanisms were intuitive, their application
required the user to make approximating assumptions, so the results of the calculations
were not precise.
More recently, another approach to the problem of modeling differential-mode to
common-mode conversion was introduced [3][4]. This approach is commonly referred to
as the Imbalance Difference Theory (IDT). IDT defines the concept of electric balance in
a transmission line (TL) and an imbalance factor (also known as current division factor)
that precisely quantifies this balance. IDT demonstrates that changes in the electrical
balance on TLs results in the conversion from DM signals to CM signals. The amplitude
of the induced CM voltage can be accurately expressed as the product of the DM voltage
and the change in the imbalance factor at any given point along a transmission line. The
IDT provides great insight into the DM-to-CM conversion mechanism and provides an
easy way of modeling this conversion in many practical situations. It has been applied to
the modeling of many radiated emission problems that would be otherwise difficult to
analyze [4]–[17] and has proven to be a very powerful and accurate technique.
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Despite its successful application to a wide variety of important EMC problems,
IDT has not been widely utilized. Although researchers have shown it to be accurate and
reliable, the original papers deriving IDT made simplifying assumptions that seemed to
limit the application of the method to structures of little overall interest. The most
significant assumption in the original derivation was that both the DM and CM modes
exhibited TEM propagation. This appeared to prohibit the application of the theory to
radiated emission problems, despite the fact that it seemed to work well for radiated
emission modeling.
This paper rigorously derives the IDT for radiated emission problems where no
TEM assumption is made for the CM current propagation. To avoid confusion, in this
paper we will use the term antenna mode (AM), instead of common mode (CM) to
describe currents that propagate in one direction on both transmission line conductors
without returning on a nearby ground (i.e. the non-TEM case).

1.2 Definitions of Differential Mode and Antenna Mode
Signals on the Transmission Lines
Fig. 1.1 shows a pair of two-conductor TLs connected together. The variation in
the thicknesses of the bars is to indicate that the left-side TL and the right-side TL may be
of different cross sections. The current on each conductor, I1(z), and I2(z), are generally
functions of position. At the interface where the two TLs connect, these currents are
continuous. We label them I1 and I2 as shown in Fig. 1.1. Throughout this derivation,
quantities that are functions of position along the transmission line will be written as
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functions of z. The value of those quantities at the interface will employ the same
variables without being expressed as functions of position.

Fig. 1.1. Two two-conductor TLs with different cross sections connected end-to-end.

1.2.1 Definition of Antenna Mode Signals
The antenna-mode current, IAM is defined as the total current that flows on both
conductors,

I AM ( z)  I1 ( z)  I 2 ( z) .

(1)

The antenna-mode impedance at the interface, ZAM, is defined as the input
impedance of the antenna that is formed by the conductors in Fig. 1.1 and when it is
driven by a source as indicated in Fig.1.2.

Fig.1.2. The antenna-mode voltage at the interface between the TLs.
The AM voltage, VAM, is defined as the product of the AM current and the AM
impedance at the interface,
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VAM  I AM  Z AM .

(2)

1.2.2 Definition of Current Division Factor
The AM current is carried by both conductors of the TLs. We define the current
division factor, h, as the portion of the AM current that flows on one conductor divided
by the total AM current flows on both conductors.

Fig.1.3. Antenna mode of TLs with divided AM current.
In Fig.1.3, IAM-1L, IAM-2L, IAM-1R and IAM-1R denote the current on each conductor of
the TLs at the points just to the left and right of the interface, respectively. Due to the
continuity of the currents I1 and I2, they satisfy the following relationship:

I AM  I AM 1L  I AM 2L  I AM 1R  I AM 2R .

(3)

At the interface, we denote the current division factors for the left-side and rightside of the TL as hL and hR. They are defined as,

hL  I AM 1L / I AM ,

(4)

hR  I AM 1 R / I AM .

(5)

Combining (3), (4) and (5), the AM currents on each conductor can be expressed
as:
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I AM 1 L  I AM  hL

(6)

I AM 2L  I AM  (1  hL ) ,

(7)

I AM 1R  I AM  hR ,

(8)

I AM 2R  I AM  (1  hR ) .

(9)

1.2.3 Definition of Differential Mode Signals
The DM signals on the TLs are TEM, so we can define the DM voltage, VDM(z),
as the voltage difference between the two conductors. VDM specifically represents the DM
voltage at the interface, as shown in Fig.1.4.

Fig.1.4. Differential-mode voltage at the interface of two two-conductor TLs.
The DM impedance, ZDM, is defined as the characteristic impedance of the TLs.
They are denoted as ZDM-L and ZDM-R for the left-side and right-side of the TLs.
The AM current was defined in (1). We want the differential mode and the
antenna mode to be orthogonal, so we define the DM current to be any current remaining
when the AM current is subtracted from the total current. This means, that the DM
components of current should have the same amplitude and opposite direction on each
conductor. The DM components of the current on each side of the interface can be
expressed as,
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I DM L  I1  I AM 1L  (I 2  I AM 2L )  (1  hL )  I1  hL  I 2 ,

(10)

I DM R  I1  I AM 1R  (I 2  I AM 2R )  (1  hR )  I1  hR  I 2 .

(11)

1.3 Conversion between DM signals and AM signals on TLs
The AM circuit in Fig.1.3 can be represented equivalently as shown in Fig.1.5. In
this figure, the voltages between the 4 conductors at the interface are identical to their
values in Fig.1.3.

Fig.1.5. Equivalent AM circuit.
Applying superposition, the AM circuit of Fig.1.5 can be decomposed into the two
circuits in Fig.1.6 and Fig.1.7.

Fig.1.6. Decomposition of AM circuit (1/2).
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Fig.1.7. Decomposition of AM circuit (2/2).
The current on each conductor in Fig.1.5 can be expressed as the sum of the
corresponding current on the same conductor in Fig.1.6 and Fig.1.7 (denoted as “Ix”s and
“Iy”s):
I AM 1 L  I x1  I y1 ,

(12)

I AM 1 R  I x 2  I y 2 ,

(13)

I AM 2 L  I x 3  I y 3 ,

(14)

I AM 2 R  I x 4  I y 4 .

(15)

The continuity of the current ensures that,

I x1  I x3  I x 2  I x 4

(16)

I y1  I y 3  I y 2  I y 4 .

(17)

In Fig.1.6 and Fig.1.7, the ideal voltage source VAM drives three conductors
relative to the fourth one. The configurations in Fig.1.6 and Fig.1.7 can be redrawn
equivalently as shown in Fig.1.8 and Fig.1.9, respectively.
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Fig.1.8. Decomposition of AM circuit (1/2).

Fig.1.9. Decomposition of AM circuit (2/2).
Examination of these circuits reveals that the current on lower left conductor, Ix3
in Fig.1.8, and the current on upper left conductor, Iy1 in Fig.1.9, are due to the same
source voltage, VAM, driving the same load impedance, the DM impedance of the left-side
TL. As a result these currents are equal,

I AM 1L  I x1  I x3  I x 2  I x 4 .

(18)

It is interesting to note that the total AM current on the circuit in Fig.1.8 is equal
to the portion of the AM current that flows on the upper conductor on the left-side TL in
Fig.1.3. Similarly, the total AM current in the circuit of Fig.1.9 is equal to the portion of
AM current that flows on the lower conductor of the left-side TL in Fig.1.3.
Using the same approach, we can decompose the original AM circuit of Fig.1.3
into two circuits that the AM current of which equals to those on the right-side TL of
Fig.1.3. The equivalent circuit and the decomposed circuits are shown in Figs. 10-12.
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Fig.1.10. Equivalent AM circuit.

Fig.1.11. Decomposition of AM circuit (1/2).

Fig.1.12. Decomposition of AM circuit (2/2).
We can define partial AM impedances as follows,
Z AM 1L  Z AM / hL ,
Z AM 2 L  Z AM / (1  hL ),
Z AM 1R  Z AM / hR ,

(19)

Z AM 2 R  Z AM / (1  hR ).

Partial AM impedances are the impedances seen by the voltage sources in Fig.1.8,
Fig.1.9, Fig.1.11 and Fig.1.12. The AM currents associated with these circuits are:
I AM 1 L  VAM / Z AM 1 L ,
I AM 2 L  VAM / Z AM 2 L ,
I AM 1 R  VAM / Z AM 1 R ,
I AM 2 R  VAM / Z AM 2 R .
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(20)

Referring back to the original circuit in Fig. 1.1, the DM voltage at the interface is
VDM. Placing two ideal voltage sources with amplitude of VDM in parallel at the interface,
as indicated in Fig.1.13, does not change the currents.

Fig.1.13. An equivalent circuit of the original circuit in Fig. 1.1.
Placing two additional ideal voltage sources in series with the same amplitude,
VDM, and opposite sign, as shown in Fig.1.14, does not change the currents either.

Fig.1.14. An equivalent circuit of the original circuit in Fig. 1.1.
Using superposition, the circuit in Fig.1.14 can be decomposed into the two
circuits as shown in Fig.1.15 and Fig.1.16.

Fig.1.15. Decomposition of the original circuit (1/2).
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Fig.1.16. Decomposition of the original circuit (2/2).
Other than the amplitude of the voltage sources, Fig.1.15 and Fig.1.16 are
identical to the circuits in Fig.1.8 and Fig.1.11. As a result the AM currents, IAM’ and
IAM’’, generated in Fig.1.15 and Fig.1.16 can be calculated as,

I AM '  VDM / Z AM 1 L  (VDM / Z AM )  hL ,
I AM ''  VDM / Z AM 1 R  (VDM / Z AM )  hR .

(21)

The total AM current generated in the original circuit in Fig. 1.1 will be the sum
of the AM currents in Fig.1.15 and Fig.1.16:
I AM  I AM '  I AM ''  (VDM / Z AM )  (hR  hL ) .

(22)

Combining (22) and (2), we can get,

VAM  VDM  (hR  hL ) .

(23)

Equation (23) is the core equation of the IDT that has been used to model the
DM-to-AM conversion in a wide variety of structures. Here, it is shown to be an exact
relationship as long as the DM propagation is TEM and the imbalance factors are defined
based on the antenna-mode current division as indicated in (4) and (5).
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1.4 Calculation of Current Division Factor
1.4.1 Discussion of Previous Calculation Method
In published applications of IDT for radiated emission modeling [4]–[17], the
imbalance factors are calculated using one of the following equations [4]:
h

C11
C11  C22

L22  L12
h
L11  L22  2 L12

.

(23)

The definitions of imbalance factor in (23) are not strictly equivalent to the
current division factors in (4) and (5). In [4], these equations are derived assuming that
the AM signals satisfy the telegrapher’s equations (i.e. exhibit TEM propagation). In this
case, C11, C22, L11, L22 and L12 are the per-unit-length parameters of a transmission line
with a well-defined and nearby ground. For TEM propagation, the per-unit-length
parameters can be determined using a 2D static field solver. For the static field solution,
the ground can be moved farther and farther away from the conductors until its size and
location no longer affect the solution. The per-unit-length parameters calculated with
ground essentially at infinity and (25) have been used to determine the imbalance factors
by a number of researchers and successfully were applied to modeling the radiated
emissions of a wide variety of structures [4]-[17].
However, the AM currents are not TEM and do not satisfy the telegrapher’s
equations; and it is reasonable to expect that the size and orientation of the conductor on
the other wing of the antenna, can have an effect on the current division factor. To
illustrate this point, we drive a two-conductor TL with a quasi-static voltage source
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against another conductor, as shown in Error! Reference source not found.. The arrows
in Fig.1.17 represent the resulting electric field distribution. If the left side conductor is
bent upwards, as indicated in Error! Reference source not found., the field distribution
near the two-conductor TL changes causing slightly more AM current to flow on the
upper conductor of the TL.

- +

Fig.1. 17. Illustration of electric field distribution resulted from a quasi-static source
driving a two-conductor transmission line relative to another wire.
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- +

Fig.1. 18. Illustration of electric field distribution resulted from a quasi-static source
driving a two-conductor transmission line relative to another angled wire.
However, even though current division factor calculated using (23) is not
mathematically exact, it is a very good approximation of the actual current division factor
for most radiating structures of practical interest. This is because, for most monopole or
dipole antenna structures, the geometry on one side of the antenna has very little effect on
the field distribution near the conductor(s) on the other side. The following section
illustrates this using three example structures.

1.5 Example Calculations
To examine how much the current division factor on one half of a dipole antenna
is affected by the geometry of the other side, the current division factors of some example
structures were calculated using a 3D full-wave field solver and compared to calculations
made using a 2D static field solver. The 2D static field solver we used was QuickField
Students’ version [18], which employs a Finite Element Method. The 3D full wave solver
we used was FEKO [19], which is a Method of Moments code.
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1.5.1 Description of the Example Structures
The first structure is shown in Fig.1. 19. A TL is formed by two wire conductors
with circular cross-sections that have radii R1=1 mm and R2=2 mm. The wires are 12 mm
apart. This TL is driven by an AM source relative to another wire conductor with radius
R3=5 mm. The lengths of all the wire conductors are 500 mm.

Fig.1. 19. Example Structure 1.
The second structure is shown in Fig.1. 20. The same TL as that in Structure 1 is
driven by the same AM source. On the other side of the AM voltage source, instead of a
wire, there is a metal sheet that is perpendicular to the TL. The metal sheet is connected
to the AM source at the center of one edge and extends to the right side. This structure is
intended to bias the current division factor by making it easier for current to flow on the
right-side wire of the TL rather than the left-side wire.
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Fig.1. 20. Example structure 2.
The third structure is similar to Structure 2 except the metal sheet is flipped to the
left side, so that it favors current flowing on the left-side wire of the TL, as shown in
Fig.1. 21.

Fig.1. 21. Example structure 3.
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1.5.2 Calculation Results
Fig.1. 222 shows the calculated current division factor obtained using the 2D
static field solver and 3D full-wave code over the frequency range from 30 MHz to
200 MHz.

Freuqnecy (MHz)

Freuqnecy (MHz)

Fig.1. 222. Current division factor calculation result over 30MHz to 200MHz.
In Fig.1. 222, the three solid lines are current division factors calculated using
FEKO, for Structures 1, 2 and 3. All of them are curved over frequency, which means the
actual current division factor is a function of frequency. The relative positions of these
three solid lines are consistent with our expectation that the conductor on one wing of the
antenna will affect the current distribution between two conductors on the other wing.
However, for all three structures over the full frequency range, the biggest current
division factor we obtained was 0.435 and the smallest was 0.419, which is less than a
4% difference. Since the asymmetry in these examples was greater than those which
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would be encountered in most practical situations, 2D static field solvers will generally
provide a fairly accurate estimate of the current division factor.

1.6 Conclusion
The imbalance difference theory as applied to radiated emission modeling has
been derived rigorously without making any assumptions related to TEM propagation of
the antenna-mode signals. The relationship between differential-mode voltage and
antenna-mode voltage at points where there is a change in electrical balance is precisely
described by (24) as long as the differential-mode propagation is TEM and the current
division factor, h, represents the actual division of antenna-mode current on the
transmission line.
The second part of this paper demonstrates that the division of antenna-mode
current on one half of a radiating dipole structure is relatively independent of the
geometry of the other half. A simple 2D analysis of the cross-section of the transmission
line provides an excellent approximation of the actual current division factor.
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CHAPTER TWO

MODELING THE CONVERSION BETWEEN DIFFERENTIAL
MODE AND COMMON MODE PROPAGATION IN
TRANSMISSION LINES
Abstract
The imbalance difference theory describes a method for calculating the coupling
between differential mode signals and common mode signals due to changes in electrical
balance on a transmission line. It provides both physical insight and a simple technique
for modeling the conversions between two modes. This paper provides a rigorous
development of the theory for three-conductor transmission lines and derives expressions
for the mode conversion impedances. The conversion impedances account for the energy
converted from one mode to the other, and are essential for modeling the conversion
between the two modes when they are strongly coupled.

2.1 Introduction
High-speed digital signals are often transmitted from one point to another as
differential signals on balanced two-conductor transmission lines. The balanced
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conductors generally have identical cross-sections and have the same electrical
impedance to any other conductors in the system. In order to help maintain constant
impedances, these two conductors are often located near a third reference conductor
(typically labeled “ground”). The differential-mode (DM) currents on the two signal
conductors are equal in magnitude and flow in opposite directions everywhere along the
transmission line. No current is intended to flow on the reference conductor; but
discontinuities in the eletrical balance of the two-conductor transmission line can cause
energy to be converted from the differential-modeto common-mode (CM) noise. One
problem resulted from this conversion is that it reduces the amount of signal power
available at the far end of the line. Another issue that is generally of far greater
importance is that even small amounts of CM noise can contribute significantly to
radiated emissions at the frequencies typically associated with high-speed digital
signaling [1]. However, not all CM currents radiate, for example, if the CM current
returns by an adjacent reference conductor, the total effect of radiation will be neglectable. In a recently published paper by the author [xxx], we distinguished the CM signals
that radiate as antenna-mode (AM), and the CM signals we will refer to in the rest of the
paper means those with TEM propagation and can be analyzed with transmission line
theory.
The DM and CM signals of TLs, also known as odd-mode and even-mode, have
been studied in papers [2]–[8]. These papers focus on the description of the modes in
microwave engineering point of view. A specific PCB and trace configuration was
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studied in paper [9], and several balanced TL configurations were studied in papers [10]–
[12].
In 2000, Watanabe introduced the concept of electrical balance and imbalance
factor for a transmission line (TL). He demonstrated that the generation of CM current
from DM signals is caused by the change of the electrical balance of the TL [13]. In that
paper, CM currents were calculated by placing ideal CM voltage sources at locations
where electrical balance changed. This concept, which has come to be known as the
imbalance difference theory (IDT) provides great insight to the conversion mechanism
between DM and CM, and it has been successfully used to model a number of radiated
emission problems [14]–[25] and a board-level CM signal reduction problem [26].
When it was introduced, the IDT was derived using concepts from multiconductor transmission line theory that inherently assume that both the DM and the CM
signals propagate in TEM mode. However, in the radiated emission examples to which it
was applied, the common mode signals were not TEM. A rigorous derivation of IDT for
the radiation case is provided in another paper by the authors [xx]. This paper rigorously
derives the IDT equations applicable to two-conductor transmission lines routed with a
reference conductor. Examples of this geometry include signal trace pairs routed over a
circuit board reference plane and shielded twisted-wire pairs. The results include
expressions for the conversion impedances associated with DM-to-CM and CM-to-DM
coupling in these configurations.
A DM-CM conversion model was presented in paper [27], but it was relied on the
measurement of S parameters and only balanced transmission lines were discussed. The
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energy conversion between DM and CM was studied using IDT by [28]. In comparison,
we propose the concept of conversion impedances into the existing models, which can
show the impact of mode-conversion to the original circuits in a more intuitive way. We
will also present a logical derivation of the desirable definitions of DM and CM signals.

2.2 Definition of Differential Mode and Common Mode
Signals

Fig.2.23. A two-conductor TL above a reference plane with matching termination.
Consider the pair of wires routed above a reference plane illustrated in Fig.2.1.
Viewing the two conductors and the reference plane as a three-conductor transmission
line, Z1, Z2 and Z3 are the impedances that are required to match all forward-propagating
modes at the termination. The currents on conductors 1 and 2 are I1 and I2, respectively.
V1 and V2 are the voltages between each conductor and the reference plane.
If the signal is propagating on the wire pair, it is inconvenient to view the
propagating modes in terms of V1, I1 and V2, I2. Instead, it is preferable to view the two
independent propagation modes in terms of VDM, IDM and VCM, ICM. For a TEM wave
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propagating along the transmission line in the forward direction (i.e. towards the
termination), we define the DM voltage as the voltage difference between two
conductors,

VDM
 V1 V  .

(24)

The CM current is defined as the total current that flows on both conductors,

ICM
 I1  I  .

(25)

If DM and CM are mutually independent, the voltage and current associated with
each mode are related by their own characteristic impedances:

VDM
 Z DM I DM ,

(26)


VCM
 ZCM I CM .

(27)

For a pure DM signal arriving at the termination, the CM current and voltage are
zero, and the DM current flows from one wire conductor to the other. This current flows
through Z3 and the series combination of Z1 and Z2, so the DM impedance is:

Z3 (Z1  Z2 .

ZDM

(28)

Combining equations (1), (3) and (5), we obtain the definition for IDM necessary
to ensure the independence of the DM and CM propagating modes,

I DM


Z1
 I1 
I .
Z1  Z 2
Z1 Z 2
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(29)

For a pure CM signal arriving at the termination, the DM voltage and current are
zero. Since both conductors have the same voltage, CM current flows from both
conductors through the parallel combination of Z1 and Z2 to the reference conductor, so
the CM impedance is:
Z CM  Z1 Z .

(30)

Combining equations (2), (4) and (7) yields the definition for VCM:

VCM


Z2
V1
Z1  Z 2

Z1 Z 2

V .

(31)

For a backward propagating wave, we can define the DM and CM propagating
modes similarly:

VDM
 V1 V  ,

(32)


ICM
 I1  I  ,

(33)


I DM


Z1
 I1 
I ,
Z1  Z 2
Z1 Z 2

(34)


VCM


Z2
V1
Z1  Z 2

(35)

Z1 Z 2

V ,

Combining both the forward and backward wave, i.e., combining equations(26)
,(27),(29) and (31) with the corresponding equations (32),(33),(34), and (35), we have:


VDM  VDM
 VDM
 (V1  V1 )  (V2  V2 )  V1  V2 ,

(36)



ICM  ICM
 ICM
 ( I1  I1 )  ( I 2  I 2 )  I1  I 2 ,

(37)
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VCM  VCM
 VCM


Z2
Z1
Z2
Z1
(V1  V1 ) 
(V1  V1 ) 
V1 
V2 , (38)
Z1  Z 2
Z1  Z 2
Z1  Z 2
Z1  Z 2



I DM  I DM
 I DM


Z1
Z1
Z2
Z1
( I1  I1 ) 
( I 2  I 2 ) 
I1 
I 2 . (39)
Z1  Z 2
Z1  Z 2
Z1  Z 2
Z1  Z 2

If we define

Z2
h ,
Z1  Z

(40)

then the definition of DM and CM signals can be rewritten in the following form:
VDM  V1  V ,

(41)

I DM  (1  h) I1  h  I ,

(42)

VCM  h V1  (1  h) V ,

(43)

ICM  I1  I .

(44)

In the appendix, it is shown that the factor “h” defined in Equation(40) with
impedances is the same as the imbalance factor defined by Watanabe in [13] with
capacitances or inductances. The definitions of DM and CM signals are also consistent.
When the two-conductor TL is perfectly balanced, i.e. Z1=Z2, the definitions of
DM and CM signals become:
VDM  V  V2 ,
VCM  (V1 V ) / 2,
I DM  ( I1 I ) / 2,
I CM  I1  I .
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(45)

2.3 Conversion between Differential Mode and Common
Mode
By definition, as long as the electrical balance does not change along the TL, the
DM and CM signals propagate independently. However, as indicated by equations (19)
and (20), any change in the electrical balance along the line will cause a discontinuity in
the values of IDM and VCM.
Fig.2.24 shows a two-conductor TL above a reference plane that exhibits a change
in the electrical balance. The matching impedances for the left section and right section
of the TL are Z1L, Z2L, Z3L and Z1R, Z2R, Z3R respectively.

Fig.2.24. Two-conductor TL with a discontinuity of electrical balance above a reference
plane.
At the interface where the electrical balance changes, the boundary condition
requires the voltages and the currents on each conductor to be continuous, i.e.
V1L  V1

V1 ,

V2 L  V2

V2 ,

I1L  I1

I1 ,

I2L  I2

I2.
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(46)

From (18) and (21), it is apparent that the DM voltage and CM current are also
continuous at the interface,
VDM _ L  V1  V2  VDM _ R  VDM ,

(47)

ICM _ L  I1  I 2  ICM _ R  ICM .

(48)

Since the imbalance factors of the left section and right section are different,

hL 

Z2L
Z1L 

,

(49)

hR 

Z2R
Z1R 

,

(50)

According to (42) and (43), the CM voltages and DM currents are different for
each section of the TL,

VCM _ L  hL V1  (1  hL )  V2 ,
VCM _ R  hR V1  (1  hR ) V2 ,
I DM _ L  (1  hL ) I1  hL  I 2 ,

(51)

I DM _ R  (1  hR ) I1  hR  I 2 .
The change in the CM voltage and DM current across the interface can be
expressed as:
VCM  VCM _ L  VCM _ R  h  (V1  V2 )  h VDM ,

(52)

I DM  I DM _ L  I DM _ R  h  ( I1  I 2 )  h  ICM .

(53)
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Equations (52) and (53) indicate that a change in the electrical balance along a
transmission line results in a virtual CM voltage, ΔVCM, that drives one side of the TL
relative to the other side. ΔVCM is proportional to the DM voltage at the interface and the
change of the electrical balance. There will also be a virtual DM current, ΔIDM, that flows
from one conductor to the other at the interface. This DM current is virtual, because no
actual electric charge moves from one conductor to the other. IDM takes on a new value
due to the fact that it is defined differently in terms of I1 and I2, which are constant across
the interface. ΔIDM is proportional to the CM current at the interface and the change of the
electrical balance.

2.4 Models of the Differential Mode and Common Mode
Conversion
For a two-conductor TL above a reference plane, we can decompose any signals
into two independent propagating modes, DM and CM. As shown in Fig.2.25, the upper
TL circuit represents only the DM propagation and the lower TL circuit represents only
the CM propagation.

Fig.2.25. Decomposition of the original circuit into DM and CM propagation.
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2.4.1 Model of DM-to-CM Conversion

Fig.2.26. Equivalent model for DM-to-CM conversion.
Consider a DM signal propagating on the DM TL of Fig.2.3. From (52), it is clear
that the DM voltage at the interface will generate a CM voltage difference, ΔVCM. This
can be represented as an ideal voltage source in the CM circuit as shown in the lower part
of Fig.2.26,

VCM  VDM  h .

(54)

The ΔVCM will drive the CM circuit and generate a CM current, the impedance
that ΔVCM sees is the series combination of the input impedances of each side of the TL
in the CM circuit, so the generated CM current will be:
I CM 

VCM
VDM  h

.
Z CM  L  Z CM  R Z CM  L  Z CM  R

(54)

According to Equation (53), this ICM at the interface will produce a DM current,

I DM  h  I CM 
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VDM  (h)2
.
ZCM  L  ZCM  R

(55)

ΔIDM can be regarded as the effect of the DM-CM conversion on the original DM
signal. It can be represented by a shunt impedance in the DM circuit as shown in
Fig.2.26. Here, we will refer to it as the DM-to-CM conversion impedance, ZDC:
2

Z DC

V
 1
 DM 
  ZCM  L  ZCM
I DM 


R

.

(56)

ZDC is the loading effect on the DM signal that accounts for the energy conversion
from DM to CM. If the coupling is weak (i.e. h is very small or the CM impedances are
much bigger than the DM impedances), then ZDC is much bigger than ZDM, and it can be
neglected. However, if the values of the CM impedances are comparable to the DM
impedances and the change of electrical balance is significant at the interface, then ZDC
must be considered in order to accurately calculate the DM voltage at the interface.

2.4.2 Model of CM-to-DM Conversion

Fig.2.27. Equivalent model for CM-to-DM conversion.
Equation (53) points out that CM current will generate DM current, ΔIDM, at the
interface where the electrical balance changes, This can be modeled as an ideal current
source in the DM circuit, as shown in the upper part of Fig.2.27,
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I DM  ICM  h .

(56)

In the DM circuit, ΔIDM will flow through the parallel combination of the input
impedances of both sides of the TL and generate a DM voltage at the interface:

VDM  I DM  (ZDM L ZDM R )  ICM  h  (ZDM L ZDM R ) .

(56)

According to Equation (52), this DM voltage will cause a change in CM voltage,
ΔVCM, at the interface,
VCM  h VDM  ICM  (h)2  (Z DM  L Z DM R ) .

(57)

ΔVCM can be regarded as the effect of the CM-DM conversion on the original CM
circuit. It can be represented by a series impedance in the CM circuit, as shown in the
lower part of Fig.2.27. Here, it is referred to as the CM-DM conversion impedance, ZCD:
Z CD 

VCM
 (h) 2  ( Z DM  L Z DM R ) .
I CM

(57)

ZCD represents the loading effect on a CM signal that accounts for the energy
conversion from CM to DM. Like ZDC, ZCD plays an important role if the two modes are
strongly coupled, and it is negligible if the conversion is weak.

2.5 Example
This section demonstrates the implementation of IDT on a multi-conductor
transmission line structure where both the DM and CM signals exhibit TEM propagation
and the coupling between the two modes is strong. As shown in Error! Reference
source not found., two cylindrical conductors of different radii form a two-conductor TL
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enclosed by a reference conductor. The total length of the TL is 600 mm. In the middle of
the TL, the diameter of the two TL conductors abruptly changes, so that the electric
balance is changed while the DM characteristic impedance stays the same. Near the left
end of the TL, there is a 2-volt DM voltage source with 50-

ance that

drives the two conductors. The three-conductor system is perfectly matched at each end.

Fig.2. 28. Example structure in 3D views.
The dimensions of the cross-section of the structure are shown in Fig.2.7. The
excitation frequency is 1GHz.

Fig.2. 29. The cross-section of the two-conductor transmission line and the reference
conductor.

2.5.1 Calculation by Imbalance Difference Theory
The excitation is purely differential, but we expect to find power propagating in
both modes due to the mode conversion that occurs at the middle of the line. To solve for
the signal amplitudes in each mode using the imbalance difference theory, the imbalance
factor on each side was calculated by per-unit-length capacitances using a 2D static field
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solver, ATLC2 [29]. The results are shown in Table 2.1. C11, C22 and C33 are the per-unitlength capacitances illustrated schematically in Fig.2. 30.
Table 2.1. Capacitances calculated by ATLC2
C11+C33
C22+C33
C11+C22
C11
C22
C33
150.621 pF/m 33.91 pF/m 164.96 pF/m 140.84 pF/m 24.12 pF/m 9.78 pF/m

Fig.2. 30. Per-unit-length capacitances between conductors.
From the data in Table 2.1, the imbalance factor of the two-conductor
transmission line on one side of the discontinuity is:
h

C11
C11 

0.8538 .

(57)
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On the other side of the discontinuity, because the conductors have a similar
cross-section with switched positions of conductor 1 and conductor 2, the imbalance
factor is equal to one minus the imbalance factor on the first side. The change in the
imbalance factor across the discontinuity is therefore,

h  h  (1  h)  0.7075 .

(57)

The per-unit-length capacitances associated with the DM and CM propagation
are,
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CDM  C33  C11  C22 / (C11  C22 )  30.38 pF / m ,

CCM  C11  C22  164.86 pF / m .

(57)
(57)

Since both modes exhibit TEM propagation, the characteristic impedances of each
mode are:
Z DM 

1
u  CDM

109.73ohm ,

(57)

Z CM 

1
u  CCM

20.21ohm ,

(57)

where u is the velocity of propagation. According to (56), the conversion impedance is,
2

Z DC 

VDM  1

  ZCM  L  ZCM
I DM  

R

  80.73 ohm .

(57)

In the DM circuit as represented in Fig.2.26, the impedance at the interface
looking towards the right will be,

Zmiddle  ZDC ZDM

45.51 ohm .

(57)

The impedance at the source looking to the right will be,
Z source  right  Z DM 

Z middle  j  Z DM  tan  l
 46.51 ohm
Z DM  j  Z middle  tan  l

(57)

Therefore, the total impedance the DM source sees is,
Zinput  Z sourceright Z DM

32.66 ohm ,

and the DM voltage across two conductors at the source is,
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(57)

VDM @ source 

source



Z input
Z s  Z input

 0.7903 V .

(57)

At the interface, the voltage propagating towards the right (positive) direction will
be,

VDM @ source

V0 

(e j  l   mid 

 j l

1.33 V .

(57)

The reflection coefficient at the interface looking from the left is,
 middle 

Z middle 
Z middle 

DM

 0.4046 .

(57)

DM

So the DM voltage at the interface is,
VDM  V   V middle  0.79 V .

(57)

Then based on the IDT, the equivalent CM voltage source amplitude will be,

VCM  VDM  h  0.56 V ,

(57)

VCM
2  Z CM

(57)

and the CM current will be,
I CM 

13.8 mA .

Note that the left section of the TL is no longer impedance matched to the right
section due to the mode conversion resistance. This will create a standing wave in the left
section with standing wave ratio of,
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SWR 

1 |
1 |

|
middle |
middle

2.36 .

(57)

For the purpose of comparison, if we neglected to account for the conversion
impedance in this example, then the DM voltage at the middle of the TL in Error!
Reference source not found. would have been the same as that at the source:
VDM ' 

source



Z DM / 2
 1.0464 .
Z s  Z DM / 2

(57)

In this case, the calculated CM current would have been,
I CM ' 

VCM

2  Z CM

DM

 h

 18.3 mA ,

(57)

CM

or 33% higher than the correct value.

2.5.2 Calculation by 3D full wave simulation
A full wave simulation code, HFSS [30], was used to calculate the currents in the
Fig.2.6 structure at 1GHz. From these currents, the DM and CM currents along were
determined by (19) and (21). They are plotted in Fig.2. 31. The solid line is the CM
current, which is constant along the TL. The dashed line is the DM current, it exhibits a
standing wave pattern on the left half and is constant on the right. The CM current is
about 13.3mA, and the SWR for the DM current is 2.34.
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Fig.2. 31. HFSS calculation result.
Table 2.2. Comparison of calculation result with different method.
Full wave
simulation by HFSS

IDT model with
conversion
impedance

IDT model without
conversion
impedance

Calculated CM
current

13.3 mA

13.8 mA

18.3 mA

SWR

2.34

2.36

N/A

Table 2.2 shows the comparison of the calculated results from the full wave
simulation, the IDT model results with the conversion impedance and the IDT model
results without accounting for the conversion impedance. There is good agreement
(within 4% or 0.3 dB) between the IDT result including the conversion impedance and
the full wave simulation.

2.6 Conclusion
This paper has presented a rigorous derivation of the imbalance difference theory,
including expressions for the mode conversion impedances, for a three-conductor TL
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where one of the conductors is designated as the zero-volt reference or ground conductor.
The voltages and currents on the conductors can be related to DM and CM modes of
propagation that are independent and orthogonal using Equations (41)-(44). Any changes
in the electrical balance, as defined by Equation (17), along the TL result in coupling
between the DM and CM modes. A model describing the DM-to-CM coupling was
derived in Section 4.1. The change in the CM voltage at an interface is equal to the DM
voltage at the interface times the change in the imbalance factor. A model describing the
CM-to-DM coupling was derived in Section 4.2. The change in the DM current at an
interface is equal to the CM current at the interface times the change in the imbalance
factor. The conversion impedances have little impact on the calculated coupling if the
converted power is a small percentage of the signal power(i.e. the coupling between the
modes is weak). However, the example in Section 5 demonstrates that the conversion
impedance can have a significant effect on differential-mode signals when there is a
significant discontinuity in the balance, even when the characteristic impedance is
maintained.
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Appendix: Derivation of imbalance factor in terms of
impedances.
The measure of the electrical balance of a TL is called the imbalance factor, “h”.
“h” is also the current division factor. It is defined as, when launching a CM current on a
two conductor transmission line (TL), the ratio of current flows on one conductor over
the total current flows on both conductors [13]:

h

I C1
I C1 

.

(58)

In Equation (58), IC1 and IC2 denote the part of the CM currents flow on each of
the two conductor of the TL.
For a lossless two-conductor transmission line with uniform cross section at the
vicinity of a reference plane, we can model it as lumped L-C circuit as shown in Fig.2.32,
where all the inductances and capacitances are expressed in Henry per unit length and
Farad per unit length separately.

Fig.2.32. Lumped LC model for a cross section of TL.
Watanabe showed that imbalance factor “h” can be calculated either by
inductances or capacitances in Fig.2.32[17]
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Cg1  C
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(59)

If we regard the two conductors and the reference plane as a three-conductor TL,
then the capacitance matrix C and inductance matrix L that defined in Error! Reference
source not found.[31] can be expressed with the parameters in Fig.2.32 as:
C
C   11
C21

12
22

Cg1 Cm
Cm

L

 L11
 L12

Cm

,
Cg 2  Cm 

12

 .

(60)

(61)

22

Fig.2.33 shows the matching impedances at one terminal of the three-conductor
TL. It can also be regarded as a two port network. I1 and I2 are the currents that flows into
the system at the two ports (two conductors); V1 and V2 are the voltage of the two
conductors relative to the reference plane.

Fig.2.33. Lumped Impedance network of TL.
The following equations hold:
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Equation (62) and (63) can be rewrite as,
1
Z1

 I1 
I 
 2

1
Z3
1
Z3



The characteristic impedance matrix Z of a three-conductor TL is defined in [31]
as the matrix that conforms to equation:
V1   Z11
V    Z
 2   21
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Compare Equation (64) and(65), we get:
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According to [31], for a three-conductor TL, the inductance matrix L, capacitance
matrix C and the impedance matrix Z have following relations:
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Z  vL ,

(68)

Z 1  v  C .

(69)

Where, “v” is the speed of light in the surrounding materials. Equation (68) and
(69) can be expanded to:
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In Equation (59), if we replace either the C elements or the L elements with the
corresponding Z elements in equation (70) or (71), we can get:

h

Z2
Z1  Z
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(72)

CHAPTER THREE
MODELING THE LOADING IMPEDANCE ON DIFFERENTIAL
MODE SIGNALS DUE TO RADIATED EMISSION
Abstract
Imbalance difference theory describes the conversion mechanism between
differential-mode signals and antenna-mode signals on transmission lines. For unintended
radiated emission problems, it provides an easy and yet powerful technique to calculate
the antenna-mode current that is converted from differential-mode signals. In this paper,
we introduce conversion impedance to the existing imbalance difference theory model to
account for the loading effect on the differential-mode circuit, so that when the coupling
between differential mode and antenna mode are strong, the imbalance difference theory
can more accurately estimate the AM current.

3.1 Introduction
Unintended radiated emission is a challenging problem for high speed electronic
devices; it has been known for a long time that it is caused by the unintended antenna
mode (AM) currents on the cables or other electrically large metal parts. The AM were
frequently referred to in the literatures as common mode (CM). We, however, distinguish
them in the way that the CM exhibits TEM propagation while the AM does not and it
radiates energy away from the structure.
The intended signals on transmission lines are usually differential mode (DM), the
fundamental mechanisms by which differential-mode signals are converted to antennamode currents on cables attached to printed circuit boards were first studied in [1]–[3],
where these mechanisms were described by current-driven models and voltage-driven
models. A more precise and easy-to-apply method called Imbalance Difference Theory
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(IDT) was introduced later in [4]. IDT pointed out that the unintended antenna-mode
current was generated due to a change in the electrical balance of the transmission lines
carrying the differential signal currents. The exact antenna-mode current can be
accurately calculated based on the transmission line geometries and the strength of the
differential-mode signal at the interface.
The IDT has been successfully applied to a number of radiated emission problems
since its introduction [5]–[17]. However it wasn’t rigorously derived until a recently
published paper by the author [xxx], where we demonstrated that if the imbalance factor
is defined as the actual current division factor, IDT is strictly correct for radiated
emission calculation. We also shown in that paper the conventional method of calculating
imbalance factor by analyzing the cross sections of the transmission lines [4] [8] was a
very close approximation to the actual current division factor.
For radiated emission problems, the DM and AM signals are usually weakly
coupled: only a small portion of the DM energy is converted to AM energy, and the
energy converted back to DM is even smaller and can be neglected. For the strong
coupling case however, ignoring the energy converted back to DM can affect the
accuracy of the calculation. In another recently published paper [xxx], the IDT was
applied to a multi-conductor transmission line structure, where the CM signals exhibit
TEM propagation and the DM and CM signals are strongly coupled. We introduced the
concept of conversion impedance to the IDT model to account for the loading effect to
the original DM circuit due to DM-CM conversion.
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In this paper we first explore the conversion impedance of IDT model for
radiation emission applications. Then we provide an example calculation to show that
when the coupling between DM and AM is strong, i.e. when the structure hit resonant
frequency, the conversion impedance has big impact over the accuracy of IDT model.

3.2 Imbalance Difference Theory
3.2.1 Imbalance Factor
Consider a two-conductor transmission line with a cross-section that suddenly
changes as shown in Fig.3.34. At the interface where the cross-section changes, the
voltage between the two conductors is VDM. As described in [x], the change in the
electrical balance of the conductors results in an antenna-mode voltage that drives the
conductors on one side of the interface relative to the conductors on the other side of the
interface as indicated in Fig.3.2. The amplitude of the driving voltage is given by,

VAM  h  VDM  .
where Δh is the change in the imbalance factor occurring at the interface and VDM is the
differential-mode voltage at the interface. The imbalance factor of each section of the
transmission lines is defined as the ratio of the AM currents on each conductor in Fig.3.
35.
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(73)

Fig.3.34. Two-conductor transmission lines with changed corss-section.

Fig.3. 35. Antenna mode of TLs with divided AM current.
The imbalance factor for left and right section of the TL, hL and hR are:

hL  I AM 1L / (I AM 1L  I AM 1L ) .

(74)

hR  I AM 1R / (I AM 1R  I AM 1R ) .

(75)

The IAM-1L, IAM-2L, IAM-1R, and IAM-1R denote the AM current on each conductor of
the TLs in Fig.3. 35.
For realistic radiated emission applications, the current division factor or
imbalance factor is hard to obtain precisely, but [xxx] demonstrated that expressing h as a
ratio of the per-unit-length inductances or capacitances is a very good approximation.
The equations are:
h

C11
.
C11  C22
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(76)

h

L22  L12
.
L11  L22  2 L12

(77)

Detailed definitions of C11, C22, L11, L22 and L12 can be found in [8].

3.2.2 Conversion Impedance
The imbalance difference theory describes a method to calculate the conversion
between DM and CM/AM signals [4] [8]. It points out that the conversion from one mode
to the other is due to the change of electrical balance along the transmission lines and the
strength of the conversion is proportional to the change of the imbalance factor.
Based on IDT, for the circuit in Fig.3.34, the generated AM current will be equal
to that in Fig.3. 35 when the AM voltage source is:

VAM  VDM  (hR  hL ) .

(78)

If we denote the input impedance of the antenna that the AM voltage source sees
in Fig.3. 35 as ZAM, then the AM current is:

I AM  VAM / Z AM  VDM  (hR  hL ) / Z AM .

(79)

According to the IDT, at the interface where imbalance factor changes, there will
also be conversion from AM current to DM current as:
I DM   I AM  (hR  hL )  VDM  (hR  hL )2 / Z AM .

(80)

The extra DM current, ΔIDM, virtually flows from one conductor to the other at the
interface, as shown in Fig.3.36. Its effect over the DM circuit can be represented by an
impedance, which we call conversion impedance, ZDA, as shown in Fig.3.37.
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Fig.3.36. DM circuit with the extra virtual DM current.

Fig.3.37. DM circuit with the conversion impedance.
The expression for the conversion impedance is:
Z DA 

VDM
Z AM

.
| I DM | (hR  hL ) 2

(81)

3.3 Experimental Validation
3.3.1 Example Structure and Measurement Setup
As shown in Fig.3.38, we connected a twisted wire pair (TWP) to a coaxial cable
and kept the structure standing vertically on a metal ground plane. The structure was fed
by a DM voltage through underground coaxial cable. The change of electrical balance at
the interface between the coaxial cable and the TWP produces AM current. The AM
current was measured at the bottom of the antenna close to the ground surface. The
feeding DM voltage was measured by an oscilloscope through a T-connector.
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Fig.3.38. Validation structure and measurement set up.
Fig.3.39 is a photo of the test setup. The tested TWP and coaxial cable were
placed in a semi-anechoic chamber and the coaxial cables used for feeding and
measurement were placed close to the ground plane so that they had very little effect on
the antenna. Measurement set-up parameters are listed in Table.3.1.

Fig.3.39. Validation structure and measurement set up.
Table.3.1. Parameters of measurement setup.
AWG 18 (conductor diameter: 1mm,
TWP wire
insulator thickness 0.75mm)
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Coaxial cable

RG-58AU

Standing coaxial cable length

0.5 meter

TWP length

0.5 meter

Length of coaxial cable from the
feeding point to the T-connection

1.41 meter

Signal generator

BK precision 4087

Oscilloscope

Tektronix MSO 4104

Current probe

Fisher F-33-1

Measured wave velocity of
propagation in the TWP

2.0 108 m / s

TWP termination

Open circuit

3.3.2 Calculation Procedure
The structure in Fig.3.38 can be modeled as the circuit shown in Fig.3.40. The
goal of the first part of the calculation is to determine the DM voltage at the interface
where the TWP and coaxial cable connect so that we can apply IDT to calculate the
equivalent AM voltage source that drives the TWP-coaxial-cable antenna.

Fig.3.40. Equivalent circuit for measurement set up.
The characteristic impedance of the twisted wire pair, ZDM-TWP can be calculated
by:
Z DM TWP 
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120

r

 ln(

2 s
).
d

(82)

where εr is the relative permittivity of the insulation material; s is the distance
between the centers of two wires, d is the diameter of the conductor in the wires.
ZDM-Coax, ZOSC, and ZSG are the characteristic impedance of the coaxial cable, the
input impedance of the oscilloscope and the output impedance of the signal generator,
respectively. They are all 50ohms. The twisted wire pair is a typical balanced
transmission line and the imbalance factor, hTWP, is 0.5. The coaxial cable is a typical
perfectly unbalanced transmission line and the imbalance factor, hCoax, is 1.
The change of imbalance factor at the interface where TWP connects to the
coaxial cable is,

h  hCoax  hTWP  0.5 .

(83)

The ZDA in Fig.3.40 is the DM-to-AM conversion impedance. It can be calculated
using (81).

The input impedance of the antenna was calculated using the antenna

modeling software, 4NEC2 [18], where solid wires were used to represent the TWP and
the coaxial cable. The equivalent radius used for the coaxial cable was the same as the
cable-shield’s radius; the one used for the TWP was calculated as [19]:
RTWP  s  d / 2 .

(84)

The input impedance looking into the TWP from the interface is,
Z in TWP  Z DM TWP 

1
j  tan( TWP  lTWP )

,

(85)

where lTWP is the length of the TWP and βTWP is the phase constant of the TWP.
The load impedance that the coaxial cable sees at the interface is,
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Z Lmid  Z DA ZinTWP .

(86)

The input impedance looking into the coaxial cable is,
Z in Coax  Z DM Coax 

Z L  mid  j  Z DM Coax  tan( Coax  lCoax )
.
Z DM Coax  j  Z L  mid  tan( Coax  lCoax )

(87)

where βcoax is the phase constant of the coaxial cable and the lCoax is the length of the
coaxial cable from the interface where it connects to the TWP to the T-connection.
The DM voltage at the T-connection that feeds the coaxial cable can be calculated
as,
Vcoax  feed  VSG 

Z in Coax Z OSC
.
Z in Coax Z OSC  Z SG

(88)

The reflection coefficient at the interface where coaxial cable connects to TWP is,
 mid 

Z L  mid  Z DM Coax
.
Z L  mid  Z DM Coax

(89)

So the positive propagation voltage at the interface is,
Vmid  

Vcoax  feed
e

j coax lcoax

   e jcoax lcoax

.

(90)

and the DM voltage at the interface is,
VDM  Vmid   Vmid   .

(91)

Applying IDT yields the equivalent AM voltage source that drives the antenna:

VAM  VDM  h .
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(91)

With the equivalent AM voltage source, we build the structure similar as that in
4nec2 in a MOM simulation software, FEKO [20], to calculate the AM current at the
bottom of the antenna.

3.3.3 Comparison between Calculation Results and Measurement Results
We calculated the DM voltage that feeds the coaxial cable at the T-connection in
Fig.3.38 and the AM current at the bottom of the antenna. The IDT was applied both with
and without conversion impedance ZDA. The comparisons of the calculated results and the
measurement results are shown in Fig.3.41 and Fig.3.42.

Fig.3.41. Comparison of DM voltage at the T-connection.
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Fig.3.42. Comparison of AM current at the bottom of the antenna.
We can see from Fig.3.41 and Fig.3.42 that the calculated results with conversion
impedance, labelled as “Calculated” in the plots, are very close to the measurement result
over the frequency from 30MHz to 100MHz. The results without conversion impedance,
noted as “old-Calculated” in both plots, are very close to tfig.2.hat with conversion
impedance over most of the frequency range except at resonant frequency, around
70MHz, where the old model over-estimated the AM current.
Here is the explanation: According to (81), the conversion impedance is
proportional to the input impedance of the antenna, ZAM , in our case, it is 4 times of ZAM.
At non-resonant frequencies, ZAM is about couple hundreds ohms, which can be seen on
an input-impedance-over-frequency plot on Fig.3.43, so the ZDA is much bigger than the
DM impedances. At resonant frequency, however, the input impedance is about 70 ohms
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and the ZDA is less than 300 ohms, which is comparable to the DM impedances, as a
result neglecting ZDA causes less accurate calculation results.

Fig.3.43. Input impedance of the antenna seen by the AM voltage source.

3.4 Conclusion
In this paper we introduce the conversion impedance to the imbalance difference
theory for modelling radiated emissions. For most practical radiating structures, at nonresonant frequencies, the conversion impedance is much larger than the DM impedances
in the circuit and it has little impact over the accuracy of IDT models. However, we
demonstrate with an example structure that the conversion impedance can have big
influence over the accuracy of the IDT model if the radiating structure hits resonant
frequency and the conversion impedance becomes comparable to the DM impedances.
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